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Book Descriptions:

canon eos 300x user manual

You Take Control of the You Take Control of the It can be used for a wide variety of subjects and
situations with fully automatic and user controlled shooting modes. If the camera gets wet, take it to
your nearest Canon dealer as soon as possible. If small amounts of water splash onto the camera,
wipe it with a clean dry cloth. If the camera is exposed to salty air, wipe it thoroughly with a slightly
damp cloth. Full Auto 1 Basic Zone Fully automatic mode where the camera takes care of
everything. Y Full Auto p.18 Basically, all you do is point and shoot. Image Zone p.20 Fully automatic
modes for a particular subject. Obtain batteries separately. The camera uses two CR2 lithium
batteries. For places where CR2 batteries may not be easily available, take spare batteries with you.
Take out the batteries and install correctly. Remove the caps. You can press it down halfway or
fully.With DXcoded film, the camera automatically sets the film’s ISO speed. Then each time a
picture is taken, one frame of film is rewound back into the film cartridge. Never touch them with
your fingers.Everything is automatic so it is easy to photograph any subject. With seven AF points to
focus the subject, anyone can just point and shoot. AF point Shutter speed Aperture value. Press the
shutter button halfway to resolve the problem. Portrait Landscape Closeup A blinking shutter speed
indicates that the shutter speed is too slow to prevent a blurred picture due to camera shake. Be
careful to hold the camera steady and press the shutter button smoothly, or use a tripod. Focus
tracking will then continue with any of the seven AF points covering the subject. To reduce this “Red
eye” the redeye reduction lamp shines a light into the subject’s eyes before the flash is fired. Redeye
reduction works in all shooting modes except. We recommend using a tripod when you use the
selftimer. Do not stand in front of the camera when you press the shutter button to start the
selftimer.http://www.hangmandigital.com/files/dell-all-in-one-stand-manual.xml

canon eos 300 user manual, canon eos 300 user manual pdf, canon eos 300
instruction manual, canon eos 300 instruction manual pdf, 1.0, canon eos 300 user
manual, canon eos 300 user manual pdf, canon eos 300 instruction manual, canon
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Doing so prevents the camera from focusing on the subject. Remote control sensor Certain types of
fluorescent lights might cause the remote control operation to work improperly. Place the camera
away from any fluorescent lights as far as possible. It can imprint the date or time on the photograph
as shown in the left photo. The date and time setting can be retained for about 10 min.Three AF
modes are provided ONE SHOT OneShot AF, AI FOCUS AI Focus AF, and AI SERVO AI Servo AF.
ONE SHOT OneShot AF For still subjects. When you press the shutter button halfway, the AF
focuses once. The AF point can be selected automatically by the camera or manually by you. In the
Basic Zone modes and mode, the AF point selection is automatic only. In the. In this case, you
cannot take a picture even when you press the shutter button fully. A fast shutter speed can freeze
the motion of a fastmoving subject and a slow shutter speed can blur the subject to give the
impression of motion. The larger the aperture value smaller aperture, the wider the depth of field
range of acceptable focus will be. Vice versa, the smaller the aperture value larger aperture, the
narrower the depth of field will be. To determine the exposure, refer to the exposure level indicator
in the viewfinder. This method is called manual exposure. In the mode, the centerweighted average
metering will be set automatically. It is effective for group photos and landscapes. The camera uses
the 7 AF points to detect the nearest and farthest subjects to be in focus. You can make the picture
look lighter increased exposure or darker decreased exposure. Standard exposure index Decreased
Increased. After locking the exposure, you can recompose the shot while maintaining the desired
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exposure level. This feature is useful for backlit and spotlighted subjects. For AE lock, partial
metering is used automatically. The settable film speed range is ISO 6 to
6400.http://helices-evra.com/userfiles/breville-bread-maker-bb420b-manual.xml

The manuallyset film speed will be canceled if the film is taken out and DXcoded film is loaded. It is
particularly effective against missed shots due to no film. If you press the shutter button while there
is no film in the camera or no lens attached, “. For portraits with a night scene or dark background,
a slow sync speed will be set to obtain a proper exposure for both the subject and background. They
are called Custom Functions. Function Setting No. Custom Function Setting No. Custom Function
Settings C.Fn01 Selftimer delay time The 2sec.Effective during the and active times. Pressing the
button switches to automatic AF point selection. The batteries are exhausted. This device complies
with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions 1 This device may
not cause harmful interference, and 2 this device must accept any interference received, including
interference that may cause undesired operation. We have 2 Canon EOS 300x manuals available for
free PDF download Instruction Manual You Take Control of the You Take Control of the. Please
check your inbox, and if you can’t find it, check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up there.
Please also check your spam folder. It can be used for a wide variety of subjects and situations with
fully automatic and usercontrolled shooting modes. Using a nonCanon EF lens with an EOS camera
may not result in proper camera or lens operation. Note that the warranty does not cover any
camera malfunction or damage occurring with the use of nonCanon products. Before proceeding
with any operation, be sure that the Mode Dial is set to a shooting mode. You take control of the Do
not drop it or subject it to physical shock. If the camera gets wet, take it to your nearest Canon
dealer as soon as possible. If the camera is exposed to salty air, wipe it thoroughly with a slightly
damp cloth. Excessive heat can cause the camera to malfunction. Never attempt to disassemble the
camera.

Do not clean the camera body or lens with any cleaner containing an organic solvent. For stubborn
dirt, consult your nearest Canon Service Center. Use only a blower to clean them. Be careful not to
blow air too forcefully on the shutter curtains. The shutter curtains can be easily deformed or
damaged. Also, when loading and unloading film, be careful not to touch the shutter curtains.
Otherwise corrosion may develop on the contacts, resulting in improper camera operation. Store the
camera in a wellventilated, cool, dry place. During the storage period, press the shutter button to
release the shutter a few times once in a while. The display will return to normal at room
temperature. This is to prevent faulty connections and corrosion. Also, never store a battery in
hightemperature places or short circuit the battery contacts or toss a battery into a fire. In such a
case, keep spare batteries warm in a pocket, etc., and use and warm the batteries alternately.
However, when the battery level is low, film advance and auto rewind might stop midway or not
work at all and icon may blink on the LCD panel. After the batteries are replaced with new ones, film
advance will be possible and film rewind can resume by pressing the button. Pull the strap to make
sure Obtain batteries separately. See page 26. DATE Model only Also carry spare batteries for
extended shooting sessions. You can press it down halfway or fully. The two levels of shutter button
operation are as follows For details, refer to the extenders instructions. Camera shake can cause
blurred pictures. To prevent blurred pictures due to camera shake With DXcoded film, the camera
automatically sets the film’s ISO speed. Then each time a picture is taken, one frame of film is
rewound back into the film cartridge. The frame counter shows always number of shots remaining.
When loading film, do not touch or damage the curtains with your fingers or film. Reload the film
cartridge properly.

Check that the icon is blinking on the LCD panel, then open the back cover and take out the film
cartridge. Before loading a new roll of film in this case, close the camera back and press the shutter
button. And by having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have
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convenient answers with User Manual Canon Eos 300x. To get started finding User Manual Canon
Eos 300x, you are right to find our website which has a comprehensive collection of manuals listed.
Our library is the biggest of these that have literally hundreds of thousands of different products
represented. I get my most wanted eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes,
try any survey which works for you. It can be used for a wide variety of subjects and situations with
fully automatic and user controlled shooting modes. Read this Instruction manual and familiarize
yourself with your new camera before taking pictures. Also read “Handling Cautions” on page 4 to
prevent camera malfunction and damage.If small amounts of water splash onto the camera, wipe it
with a clean dry cloth.The display will return to normal at room temperature.OFF Full Auto i 1 Basic
Zone 2 Creative Zone Fully automatic mode where Semiautomatic and manual the camera takes
care of modes enable you to take everything.Y Full Auto p.18 T Program AE p.33 Basically, all you do
is point R Shutterpriority AE and shoot. p.35 Image Zone p.20 E Aperturepriority AE Fully automatic
modes for a p.36 particular subject. WBatteries are not included in camera body only not kit sold in
North America. Obtain batteries separately. Open the battery compartment 2 1 cover.Turn the Mode
Dial to a shooting mode. Keep spare batteries handy. The batteries will soon be completely
exhausted. Replace the batteries. Battery Life With 24ex.Remove the front lens cap. 1 4 1 2
Detaching the Lens While pressing the lens release button, turn the lens as shown 2 by the You can
press it down halfway or fully.

Then each time a picture is taken, one frame of film is rewound back into the film cartridge. The
frame counter shows always number of shots remaining. Turn the Mode Dial to any 1 setting
except.If the film is not loaded properly, the icon will blink on the LCD panel and the shutter will not
work. Reload the film cartrEverything is automatic so it is easy to photograph any subject. Turn the
Mode Dial to. 1 Aim any of the AF points on the 2 subject. It can be used for a wideRead this
Instruction manual and familiarize yourself with your newAlso read “Handling Cautions” on page 4
to prevent cameraBefore Using Your CameraUsing a nonCanon EF lens with an EOS camera may
notNote that theConventions Used in this Instruction manualConventions Used in this Instruction
manual.2. Handling Cautions.4. Nomenclature.6Checking the Battery Level.12. Mounting and
Detaching a Lens.13. How the Shutter Button Works.14You take control of theReferenceThe Caution
symbol alerts you to actions to preventThe Note symbol gives supplemental information.Camera
Care and Storage. Do not drop it or subject it toIf the camera gets wet, take it to yourIf small
amounts ofExcessive heat can cause the camera toNever attempt toService Center. Use only a
blower to cleanAlso, when loading and unloading film, be careful not to touch theDuring the storage
period, press the shutter button to release theService Center. LCD Displays. By their nature, LCD
displays react more slowly at lowBatteriesThis is to prevent faulty connectionsAlso, never store
aHow Low Battery Levels Affect Camera Operation. On the LCD panel, if the icon blinks or it is not
displayed, aAfter the batteries are replaced with newLens Electrical Contacts. After detaching the
lens from the camera, putContactsAFassist beam. Mode Dial p.10. Redeye reduction lampHot shoe.
Flashsync contactShutter button p.14. StrapRemoteLens releaseDepthoffieldFocus mode
switchZooming ring. Focusing ring p.31. Body cap p.13Eyecup p.26.

Film checkBackAF point selectionTripod socketBack cover. Guide hole. Battery compartmentBattery
compartmentAttaching the StrapEyepiece coverLCD Panel. Shutter speed. ISO film speed. Date. FE
lock. DATE Model. Shooting modeAF ModeBattery level markFilm advance modeRemote control.
NonDATE ModelAperture value. Redeye reduction setting. AEB amount. Redeye reduction. Beeper.
Safety release lock. Multiple exposuresFrame counter. Multipleexposure setting. Selftimer
operation. Remote control operation. Custom Function icon. Exposure level indicator. Exposure
compensation amount. AEB level. Redeye reduction lampon indicator. Film transport indicatorAF
points 7. Superimposed display. AEB in progressImproper FE lockShutter speed. Focusing
screenExposure level indicator. Exposure compensationAEB level. Redeye reductionAperture value.
Remove the eyecup, then slide theMode Dial. The dial is divided into two zones.CrZoneIm a g e ZonB



a sic ZoneFully automatic mode whereY Full Auto p.18. Basically, all you do is pointImage Zone p.20.
Fully automatic modes for aU Portrait. I Landscape. O Closeup. P Sports. A Night Portrait. S Flash
offSemiautomatic and manualR Shutterpriority AEE Aperturepriority AEQ Automatic Depthoffield
AE p.38Installing the BatteriesAmerica. Obtain batteries separately. The camera uses two CR2
lithium batteries.See page 26. DATE Model only. For places where CR2 batteries may not be easily
available, takeAlso carry spare batteries for extendedCheck the battery level after replacing the
batteries and beforeTurn the Mode Dial to a shootingLCD panel will display one of theBattery
LifeTemperature 0% Flash Use 50% Flash Use 100% Flash Use. At 20CTake out the batteries and
installMounting a LensRed dotsDetaching the Lens. While pressing the lens releaseThe shutter
button has two stages.

You can press it down halfwayWhen it is pressed halfwayWhen it is pressed fullyIf an Extender
optional is used and the maximum aperture theCamera movement during the moment of exposure is
calledAfter you load the film, the camera first winds the entire roll onto theWith DXcoded film, the
cameraThen each time a picture isSlide down the back cover releaseWrongClose the back cover
until it snapsWhen loading film,If the film is not loaded properly, the icon will blink on the
LCDReload the film cartridgeUnloading Film. After the film’s last frame is exposed, the camera
rewinds the filmAfter the film is rewound, there willLCD panel, then open the backTo rewind the film
in midroll, follow the procedure below. Press the button.If you take out the film cartridge in midroll
without rewinding the filmYFull Auto Mode.18. AFAssist beam with the Builtin Flash.19FUsing
Redeye Reduction.22K Wireless Remote Control DATE Model only.24. Using the Eyepiece
Cover.24This section explains how to use the cameras Basic Zone modesEach Basic Zone mode suits
a particularTurn the Mode Dial to,,ZoneAll you do is point the camera and press the shutter button.
Everything is automatic so it is easy to photograph any subject. With seven AF points to focus the
subject, anyone can just pointAF pointShutter speed. Aperture valueThe shutter speed and
apertureFocusTurning the zoomingPress the shutter button halfway toAFAssist beam with the
Builtin Flash. Under lowlight conditions, the builtin flash fires a brief burst ofSelect a shooting mode
to suit the target subject, and the cameraThis mode blurs the background to makeI Landscape. This
is for wide scenic views, night scenes,Use this mode to take closeup shots ofA blinking shutter speed
indicates that the shutter speed is too slowBe careful to holdThis is for fastmoving subjects when
youWhen focus is achieved,This mode is for taking pictures of people atThe flash illuminates theUse
a tripod to prevent camera shake. S Flash off.

You can disable the flash when you do notWhen flash is used in a lowlight environment, the subject’s
eyesTo reduce this “Red eye” theTurn the dial to set “Redeye reductionYou can use selftimer in any
Basic mode or Creative mode. WeFirst 8 sec. Selftimer lamp blinksFinal 2 sec. Selftimer lamp
blinksLCD panel counts down theDo not stand in front of the camera when you press the
shutterDoing so prevents the camera fromWith Remote Controller RC5 optional, wireless operation
isRemote control sensorCertain types of fluorescent lights might cause the remote controlPlace the
camera away from anyIf you set and do nothing for four minutes, the remote controlUsing the
Eyepiece Cover. During selftimer or remote control operation when your eye doesThe camera has a
date feature withThe date or time can be imprinted inDate positionYear, month, day. Month, day,
year. Blank. Day, month, year. Day, hour, minuteSetting the Date and TimeIf a picture is taken while
the date and time are blinking, the dateThe date and time setting can be retained for about 10 min.
afterCreaSelecting the AF mode.28Focus Lock.30. When Autofocus Fails Manual Focusing.31.
HSelecting the Film Advance Mode.32. Metering Modes.32. T Program AE.33. R ShutterPriority
AE.35. E AperturePriority AE.36. W Manual Exposure.37. Q Automatic DepthofField AE.38LAuto
Exposure Bracketing AEB.40ONE SHOT OneShot AF. For still subjects. When you press the shutter
button halfway, the AFThe exposure is also set. AI FOCUS AI Focus AF. This mode switches the AF
mode automatically to OneShot AF or AI. Servo AF depending on whether the subject is still or
moving. AI SERVO AI Servo AF. For moving subjects. While you hold down the shutter button,



theThe AF point is used for focusing. The AF point can be selectedIn the Basic ZoneIn the modes,
the AF point can beThe camera selects the AF point automatically according toYou can select any of
the seven AF points manually.

This is bestThe currentlyselected AF point willSelect with cross keys. AutomaticAutomaticAutomatic
selection. Automatic selection. LCD panel or in the viewfinder,AF point selection will be set.Focus
Lock. After achieving focus, you can lock the focus on a subject andIn this case, you cannot take a
pictureRecompose the shotJust start from step 2 above.Autofocus can fail to achieve focus the focus
confirmation lightDifficult Subjects for Autofocusing. Example Blue sky, flat surface with a solid
color. Example Automobile with a strong reflection. Example Animal behind bars in a cage. Example
Personal computer keyboard, windows on a building, etc. In such cases, do one of the
followingFocus ring. If you hold down the shutter button halfway while focusingTwo film advance
modes are provided singleframe and continuousPress the button.J Single frame. A single picture will
be taken when you press the shutter button allH Continuous shooting. Continuous shots will be
taken while you hold down the shutterMetering Modes. The camera has three metering modes
Evaluative, partial, andEvaluative metering. This is the camera’s standard metering mode suited
forBased on thePartial metering. This mode is set automatically when AE lock is used inIt is effective
for backlit subjectsThe partial metering area isCenterweighted average metering. This is set
automatically in the mode. TheLike the Full Auto mode,AF pointShutter speed. Aperture valueThe
shutter speed and apertureUse an ND filter to reduceThe Difference Between and Depthoffield
preview. Multiple exposures. Builtin flash manual firing andAbout Program ShiftThis is called
program shift.In this mode, you set the shutter speed and the camera sets theShutter Speed Display.

The shutter speeds from “For example, “In this mode, you set the desired aperture value and the
camera setsThe larger the aperture value smaller aperture, the wider the depth ofVice versa, the
smaller theAperture Value DisplayWhen no lensIn this mode, you set both the shutter speed and
aperture value asThis method is called manual exposure. In the mode, the centerweighted average
metering will be setStandard exposure indexThe exposure setting will beExposure level markAbout
Bulb ExposuresThe exposure will continue for as long asWith Remote. Controller RC5, when you
press the transmit button, the exposureThis mode is for obtaining a wide depth of field
automaticallyIt is effective for groupThe camera uses the 7 AF points to detect the nearest and
farthestThe mode cannot be used if the lens’ focus mode switch isExposure compensation is used to
alter the camera’s standardThe exposureZone mode except.Standard exposure index.
DecreasedIncreasedExposure level mark. Mode Dial is set to.Shutter speedWith AEB, the camera
automatically changes the exposure within the set. AEB amountSet the desired AEB amount.AEB
rangeIn the singleAE lock enables you to lock the exposure at a different place fromThis featureFor
AE lock, partialThe exposure setting will bePress the button. AE lock indicatorSet the desired
number of multiple exposures.If you shoot multiple exposures on the first few or last few frames of a
roll,DepthofField preview When you press the depthoffieldWhen you press the depthoffield preview
button, the exposureIf the film is not DXcoded or if you want to set a different filmThe manuallyset
film speed will be canceled if the film is taken outThis prevents shutter release if there is no film
loaded or if there isIf you press the shutter button while there is no film in the cameraWith ETTL II
autoflash, highprecision and consistent flash exposuresIn a Basic Zone Mode. In lowlight or backlit
conditions, the builtin flash will pop up and fireIn a Creative Zone Mode.

Press the button to pop up the builtin flash.R Use this mode if you want to set the flash sync speedE
Use this mode if you want to set the flash aperture value.For portraits with a night scene orW You
can manually set both the flash sync speed within Bulb. The subject is properlyQ The result will be
the same as using the mode.FE Flash Exposure lock is for setting the correct flash exposureFirst
popup the builtin flash.Get closer to the subjectAbout ETTL II Autoflash. ETTL II is a new autoflash
exposure system incorporatingThe camera can execute ETTL II autoflash with any EXseries.



Speedlite.You can customize camera functions to suit your preferences. TheyFunction. Setting No.
Custom Function. Setting No.Function setting is set. Custom Function Settings. C.Fn01 Selftimer
delay time. The 2sec. delay is effective for preventing camera shake whenC.Fn02 AF point selection
methodEffective during the and active times. Pressing the button switches to automatic AF
pointC.Fn03 Switch to center AF point with AF point selection buttonC.Fn04 Emission of builtin
AFassist beamC.Fn05 Shutter curtain sync with builtin flash and EXseries SpeedliteWith
secondcurtain sync and a slow shutter speed, you canThe flash firesSecondcurtain sync can be
setThe Speedlite with a shutterC.Fn06 Flash sync speed in Av modeWhen you use flash in the
aperturepriority mode Av, the flash. This prevents the cameraFeature Availability TableFilm.
AdvanceAI Servo. AI Focus. AF Point Auto. Selection Manual. Single frame. Continuous. Remote
control. Troubleshooting Guide. If there is a problem, first refer to this Troubleshooting Guide. The
lens focus mode switch is set to.There was camera shake when the picture was taken.On the LCD
panel, the frame count is not displayed and the icon blinks.The focus confirmation light in the
viewfinder blinks and focusThe battery level is very low.A misoperation has occurred. If the icon
does not stop blinking, consult your nearest service center.Recording media.35 mm film.

Image size.24 x 36 mm. Compatible lenses.Canon EF lenses except EFS lenses. Lens mount.Canon
EF mount. Type.Eyelevel pentamirror. Coverage.Approx. 90% vertically and horizontally.
Eyepoint.18.5 mm. Focusing screen.Fixed, allmatte screen. Mirror.Quickreturn half mirror.
Viewfinder information.AF Superimposed display, focus confirmation light. Exposure shutter speed,
aperture value, exposure level, AEDepthoffield preview.Depthoffield preview button. Type.TTLCTSIR
with a CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide. Semiconductor sensor. AF points.7 AF points. AF
working range.EV 1 18 ISO 100. Focusing modes.One Shot AF, AI Servo AF, AI Focus AF, manual
focusing MF. AFassist beam.Intermittent firing of the builtin flash. Exposure metering modes.TTL
full aperture metering with 35zone SPCExposure control.Program AE Full Auto, Portrait, Landscape,
Closeup. Sports, Night Portrait, Flash off, Program AE, shutterpriority AE, aperturepriority AE,
depthoffield AE, manualFilm speeds.ISO 6 6400 Set automatically for DXcoded film withinAE
lock.Auto AE lock Operates in One Shot AF mode withManual AE lock By AE lock button in partial
metering mode. Multiple exposures.Max. 9 exposuresShutter release.Soft touch electromagnetic
release safety release lock possible. Selftimer.Shoot after 10 sec. delay. Builtin flash.ETTL II
autoflash, FE lock possible. Guide No. 13 ISO 100, in meters, 39 ISO 100, in feet. Recycling time
Approx. 2 sec. Flash coverage 28 mm lens angle covered. Redeye reduction Lamp. External
EOSdedicated flash.ETTL II autoflash. Film loading.Automatic prewind. Continuous shooting speeds
approx..One Shot AF 3 fps, AI Servo AF 2.5 fps. Film rewind.Automatic. Midroll rewind. This device
complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.

Operation is subject to the following twoDo not make any changes or modifications to the equipment
unless otherwise specified in theThis equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits
for a class B digitalThese limits are designed to provide reasonableThis equipment
generates,However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation.
IfComplies with the Canadian ICES003 class B specifications. Respecte les exigences de la class B
de la NMB003 du Canada. The CE Mark is a Directive conformity mark of the European Community
ECOne Canon Plaza, Lake Success, N.Y. 110421198For all inquiries concerning this camera, call toll
free in CanadaThe NetherlandsCANON DEUTSCHLAND GmbH. Europark Fichtenhain A10, 47807
Krefeld, Germany. CANON ITALIA S.p.A. Via Milano 8, San Donato M.SE, Milano, Italy. CANON
Schweiz AG. Geschaftsbereich Wiederverkauf, Industriestrasse 12, CH8305 Dietlikon. Switzerland.
CANON G. m. b. H. Oberlaaerstrasse 233, 4th floor, 1100 Wien, Austria. CANON Espana, S. A.
SEQUE Soc. Nac. de Equip., Lda.,This Instruction booklet is current as of August 2004. For
information onFile Type Extension pdf. PDF Version 1.5. Linearized Yes. Encryption Standard V2.3
128bit. User Access Print, Print highres. Page Count 52. Has XFA No. XMP Toolkit XMP toolkit
2.9.113, framework 1.6. About uuid2e62bdf5158b4537a0f6b87a5290682e. Producer Acrobat



Distiller 5.0.5 for Macintosh. Create Date 20040319 073623Z. Document ID
uuid61a766c788eb49e7841efbc0cbc3a083. Finished book size is A5 148 x 210mm. 52 pages long.
Our reprints are high quality, printed on 80gsm superwhite Canon paper on a Canon office copier.
The pages are then spiral bound with a clear acetate front cover and red card back cover, held
together with a strong white wire. Your manual will lay flat when open and will last for as long as
your camera, with a little bit of care. Manuals over 400 pages long may be supplied as more than
one book.

This camera is also known as USA EOS REBEL T2 Japan EOS KISS 7. Be sure to check that it is the
user manual to exactly the device that you are looking for. In our database Canon EOS 300X it
belongs to the category Camera Lens. A user manualCanon EOS 300X is taken from the
manufacturer, a Canon company it is an official document, so if you have any doubts as to its
contents, please contact the manufacturer of the device Canon EOS 300X directly. You can view the
user manualCanon EOS 300X directly online or save and store it on your computer.If you have any
questions, you can ask them in the form below. Other users viewing this website will have the
opportunity to help you solve your probem with Canon EOS 300X. Remember that you can also share
the solution. If you solved the problem yourself, please write the solution to the problem with Canon
EOS 300X you will surely help many users by doing so.Ask a question our users can help you. And by
having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers
with Eos 300x Manual. To get started finding Eos 300x Manual, you are right to find our website
which has a comprehensive collection of manuals listed. This page requires Javascript. Modify your
browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browsers documentation for specific
instructions. To install your download click on the name of the downloaded file.The shutter does not
release until focus is achieved. OneShot AF Autofocus locks when focusing is achieved. AI Servo AF
For automatic switching between OneShot AF for stationary subjects and predictive AF for moving
subjects. Manual Focus Setting the lens focus mode switch to MF enables manual focusing with the
focusing ring.Three metering patterns available. Evaluative metering. Central partial metering
which covers approximately 9.5% of the finder area. Center weighted average metering Set
automatically in M mode.


